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			Life StoriesDiary
Share Your Story on the Dear Diary Blog


	Your story counts!
Need some help?

			Now is the time to start writing!

You are in the right place to receive one-on-one guidance in writing your story and preserving it for future generations.


	More About June
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I am a non-fiction writer with expertise in narrative mentoring and editing.

My PhD in Creative Writing explores how story-telling can assist self-healing, and how the personal diary and other keepsakes can be a valuable resource in memoir-writing.











	
 
	Testimonials
On the Benefits of Life Writing
For two years I worked on my book every chance I could. Many times, I wanted to give up because I did not know if my writing was good enough to tell a powerful story.

Then June became my mentor. My advice to anyone who has ever desired to write your story … DO IT. Do not doubt it. You never know how many people you will touch through your story.

~ Holly



	More Testimonials



		

		





			To become a Life Story Writer, you need:
	Writing experience
	Fancy computer
	A passion to tell your truth
	Lots of time
	Perfect grammar

I will assist you with every stage.


Are you working on...
Writing Your Story?
Do you want to write your story but need some guidance? Professional one-on-one memoir mentoring offers numerous benefits. As your writing mentor, I assist with every stage – including the identification of main themes, story mapping, writing, and editing to professional publishing standard.

Do you need some help with...
Manuscript Editing?
Have you completed the first draft of your manuscript and are wondering what to do next? A manuscript assessment will assist by providing constructive feedback on big picture elements. As well, seamless copy editing will add shine to the gem that is your life story.




Start today. Book a…
Free Consultation
Find out how my writing mentoring service can help you.

For a free initial consultation, fill out and email the form

and I will be in touch.


	Notice: JavaScript is required for this content.



    




        
        
        




	



			





 
Dear Diary
Articles

The diary, a book in which a daily record of events and personal experiences can be kept, offers a window into life in the past. 
	All Articles
	Videos & Podcasts
	Share Your Story




				[image: Facing the fear of losing ‘control’]
			
8 April 2024...Facing the fear of losing ‘control’
 by Nancy Manther
I hate admitting this, but I’m a fearful person. The list of what I’m afraid of is long and detailed. Some fears are fairly typical and global, like the COVID-19 pandemic, which affected many people. Before the pandemic, I was not much of a germaphobe, but that’s near the top...

Continue reading

[image: Eating disorders are no match for memoirist Betsy Brenner]
		
25 Mar 2024... Eating disorders are no match for memoirist Betsy Brenner. A silver lining of the COVID-19 pandemic, 2020-2021, was the...

 by Betsy Brenner
Continue reading

[image: My diaries have a new home in the National Library of Australia]
		
11 Mar 2024... My diaries have a new home in the National Library of Australia. My eating disorder has gone to Canberra, Australia’s national capital....

 by June Alexander
Continue reading

[image: The ups and downs of a single mother caring for a child with anorexia]
		
4 Mar 2024... The ups and downs of a single mother caring for a child with anorexia. Our journey in the terrifying world of anorexia nervosa continues....

 by Pauline Ninck Blok
Continue reading

[image: Love and shame: exploring my most difficult emotions]
		
26 Feb 2024... Love and shame: exploring my most difficult emotions. In learning to recognise my needs and have them met,...

 by Jenella Dickson
Continue reading










Subscribe for Updates
Receive notifications of new posts by email.








Share Your Story
Life Stories Diary offers a safe and supportive environment in which to share your story. Sharing your story can help you to develop a sense of belonging and connectedness with self and others.
Share Your Story
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The knowledge communicated on this website is for informational purposes only. June is not a therapist, doctor, dietitian, or mental healthcare practitioner, and therefore does not provide medical advice.
	Legal disclaimer
	Privacy Policy
	Sitemap
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